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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present lessons learned in the development of
TellFinder, a tool designed to explore domain-specific web crawls
using graph analysis and multi-modal visualization. The initial
application of the tool was to help combat human trafficking
through entity resolution and characterization based on data from
sex ads crawled from a variety of publicly available sites.
Understanding the nature of the content allows for extraction of
domain-specific attributes such as contact information, images
and keywords which can be used to aggregate, link and visualize
the data. The same principles of performing a deep crawl of a
domain, extracting domain-specific attributes, and producing
overview and drill-down visualizations can be broadly applied.
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TellFinder uses aggregation and an expand-on-demand interface
[3] to explore relationships within the crawled data. The initial
data for TellFinder involved over 50M records with just over 1M
pieces of contact information (e.g. phone numbers, web urls). An
initial attempt at producing a force directed bipartite graph
containing nodes for both ads and their shared attributes showed
promise in that interesting structures such as clusters and bridge
nodes could be observed. However, this approach was unwieldy
for end users due to the data volume and so a second attempt was
made which compressed highly connected clusters into single
nodes. Each node in the resulting graph notionally represents a set
of posts from an entity (i.e. a person or organization) with
repeated contact information.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [Computer Graphics]: Graphical User
Interfaces (GUI)
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INTRODUCTION

Tools for exploring a sub-domain of the Internet can leverage
knowledge of domain content to provide richer analysis using
aggregation, linking and multi-modal visualization. TellFinder is a
tool that was originally designed to combat human trafficking by
providing tools to NGOs and law enforcement to explore the
domain of sex ads on the Internet. These ads contain contact
information, locations, post times, images and other features
which can be used to aid in exploration of the data. TellFinder
provides an overview visualization to help the user understand the
scope of the crawled data, a linked entity graph, and multimodal
visualization to drill down and explore specific content.
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DOMAIN OVERVIEW VISUALIZATION

While the primary function of TellFinder is to search, drill down,
characterize and report, it is first important to provide users with
an understanding of the scope of the crawled data. Without this
overview, users can not have confidence in the scope of the data
or understand potential gaps. Interactive map and timeline visuals
on the opening screen indicate the volume of ads crawled in
geographic and temporal dimensions. The overview visualization
is also useful in providing a demographic understanding of the
data.

Figure 2: A cluster graph showing notional entities.
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ENTITY LISTS AND ENTITY CHARACTERIZATION

The success of entity determination by clustering the shared
attribute graph led to listing and characterizing entities in a table
containing all of the ads with entities at a given location or
matching a user defined query. The entity list is useful for
understanding the behavior of entities at a particular location, such
as typical movement patterns.

Figure 3: A list of entities characterized by associated content.

Figure 1: Geo-temporal overview of crawled data.
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The entity graph described above was significantly more usable
than the initial shared attribute graph but still became unwieldy
due to two features of the data. First, because of efforts to
circumvent deliberate obfuscation of contact information, there
was a lot of noise and false positives resulting in both large
aggregate nodes and excessive linking. Secondly, the addition of
an image similarity service produced a large number of valid
links. The solution to these problems was to produce graph nodes
rich in information and affordances. Each graph node in the new
“TellFinder Explorer” graph contains a breakdown of the
attributes contained within the documents comprising the entity
and the ability to selectively expand and view nodes related via a
particular common attribute.
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An essential component of the analysis workflow is the ability to
record results for future reference and reporting. A side panel was
added to the application to allow users to create “Case Files” into
which entities and attributes could be dragged and dropped from
the other widgets. These domain specific records of relevant
domain objects can be used to generate meaningful reports.
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Three node types are used in the explorer graph. Entity nodes
represent all documents associated with a given person or
organization. Attribute nodes represent all documents associated
with a particular attribute value. Search result nodes represent all
documents matching a given query.
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EXTENSION TO OTHER DOMAINS

The concepts described above have been successfully pivoted to
work with data from different domains. Forum data relating to
potential illegal firearms sales was the first domain explored.
Attributes such as online identities, thread titles and weapon types
have been used for aggregation and linking. Additional domains
will be explored by ingesting a large corpus of raw html pages,
extracting domain-specific information and then performing
aggregation, linking and visualization with the same techniques
described above.
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Figure 4: Descriptive and interactive cluster nodes (Images and
phone numbers have been blurred.)

REPORTING

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

TellFinder has proven to be a practical tool for exploring a large
corpus of domain specific documents with extracted content. It
has been deployed as a pilot to several law enforcement
organizations for evaluation and feedback. It continues to be used
on a daily basis.
The TellFinder system has been extended to quickly pivot to
new domains by specifying new corpuses and relevant attributes
stored using ElasticSearch. Many potential additional domains
will be explored going forward.
A major feature that has not been fully explored is the ability to
edit TellFinder Explorer Graph nodes. This feature could be used
to remove or alter invalid data or to produce user defined nodes
allowing users to curate the entity resolution and then explore the
behavior of the resulting aggregates.

LINKED MULTIMODAL VISUALIZATION

The entity graph was enhanced by linked visualizations
characterizing the behavior of the selected entity such as
movement by examining posts vs. time and location, a word
cloud, a map, and a table showing the specific ads.
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Figure 5: Multimodal visualization characterizing an entity.
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